Abstract-This paper proposes an algorithm to minimize weighted service latency for different classes of tenants (or service classes) in a data center network where erasure-coded files are stored on distributed disks/racks and access requests are scattered across the network. Due to limited bandwidth available at both top-of-the-rack and aggregation switches and tenants in different service classes need differentiated services, network bandwidth must be apportioned among different intraand inter-rack data flows for different service classes in line with their traffic statistics. We formulate this problem as weighted queuing and employ a class of probabilistic request scheduling policies to derive a closed-form upper-bound of service latency for erasure-coded storage with arbitrary file access patterns and service time distributions. The result enables us to propose a joint weighted latency (over different service classes) optimization over three entangled "control knobs": the bandwidth allocation at top-of-the-rack and aggregation switches for different service classes, dynamic scheduling of file requests, and the placement of encoded file chunks (i.e., data locality). The joint optimization is shown to be a mixed-integer problem. We develop an iterative algorithm which decouples and solves the joint optimization as 3 sub-problems, which are either convex or solvable via bipartite matching in polynomial time. The proposed algorithm is prototyped in an open-source, distributed file system, Tahoe, and evaluated on a cloud testbed with 16 separate physical hosts in an Openstack cluster using 48-port Cisco Catalyst switches. Experiments validate our theoretical latency analysis and show significant latency reduction for diverse file access patterns. The results provide valuable insights on designing low-latency data center networks with erasure coded storage.
I. INTRODUCTION
Data center storage is growing at an exponential speed and customers are increasingly demanding more flexible services exploiting the tradeoffs among the reliability, performance, and storage cost. Erasure coding has seen itself quickly emerged as a very promising technique to reduce the cost of storage while providing similar system reliability as replicated systems. The effect of coding on service latency to access files in an erasurecoded storage is drawing more attention these days. Google and Amazon have published that every 500 ms extra delay means a 1.2% user loss [1] . Modern data centers often adopt a hierarchical architecture [37] . As encoded file chunks are distributed across the system, accessing the files requiresin addition to data chunk placement and dynamic request scheduling -intelligent traffic engineering solutions to handle: 1) data transfers between racks that go through aggregation switches and 2) data transfers within a rack that go through Top-of-Rack (TOR) switches.
Quantifying exact latency for erasure-coded storage system is an open problem. Recently, there has been a number of attempts at finding latency bounds for an erasure-coded storage system [13] , [16] , [14] , [28] , [23] . However, little effort has been made to address the impact of data ceter networking on service latency.
In this paper, we utilize the probabilistic scheduling policy developed in [28] and analyze service latency of erasurecoded storage with respect to data center topologies and traffic engineering. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that accounts for both erasure coding and data center networking in latency analysis. Our result provides a tight upper bound on mean service latency of erasure codedstorage and applies to general data center topology. It allows us to construct quantitative models and find solutions to a novel latency optimization leveraging both the placement of erasure coded chunks on different racks and the bandwidth reservations at different switches.
We consider a data center storage system with a hierarchical structure. Each rack has a TOR switch that is responsible for routing data flows between different disks and associated storage servers in the rack, while data transfers between different racks are managed by an aggregation switch that connects all TOR switches. Multiple client files are stored distributively using an (n, k) erasure coding scheme, which allows each file to be reconstructed from any k-out-of-n encoded chunks. We assume that file access requests may be generated from anywhere inside the data center, e.g., a virtual machine spun up by a client on any of the racks. We consider an erasure-coded storage with multiple tenants and differentiated delay demands. While customizing elastic service latency for the tenants is undoubtedly appealing to cloud storage, it also comes with great technical challenges and calls for a new framework for delivering, quantifying, and optimizing differentiated service latency in general erasure coded storage.
Due to limited bandwidth available at both the TOR and aggregation switches, a simple First Come First Serve (FCFS) policy to schedule all file requests fails to deliver satisfactory latency performance, not only because the policy lacks the ability to adapt to varying traffic patterns, but also due to the need to apportion networking resources with respect to heterogeneous service requirements. Thus, we study a weighted queueing policy at top-of-the-rack and aggregation switches, which partition tenants into different service classes based on their delay requirement and apply differentiated management policy to file requests generated by tenants in each service class. We assume that the file requests submitted by tenants in each class are buffered and processed in a separate firstcome-first-serve queue at each switch. The service rate of these queues are tunable with the constraints that they are nonnegative, and sum to at most the switch/link capacity. Tuning these weights allows us to provide differentiated service rate to tenants in different classes, therefore assigning differentiated service latency to tenants.
In particular, a performance hit in erasure-coded storage systems comes when dealing with hot network switches. The latency of each file request is determined by the maximum delay in retrieving k-out-of-n encoded chunks. Without proper coordination in processing each batch of chunk requests that jointly reconstructs a file, service latency is dominated by staggering chunk requests with the worst access latency (e.g., chunk requests processed by heavily congested switches), significantly increasing overall latency in the data center. To avoid this, bandwidth reservation can be made for routing traffic among racks [24] , [25] , [26] . Thus, we apportion bandwidth at TOR and aggregation switches so that each flow has its own FCFS queue for the data transfer. We jointly optimize bandwidth allocation and data locality (i.e., placement of encoded file chunks) to achieve service latency minimization.
For a given set of pair-wise bandwidth allocations among racks, and placement of different erasure-coded files in different racks, we first find an upper bound on mean latency of each file by applying the probabilistic scheduling policy proposed in [28] . Having constructed a quantitative latency model, we consider a joint optimization of average service latency (weighted by the rate of arrival of requests, and weight of the service class) over the placement of contents of each file, the bandwidth reservation between any pair of racks (at TOR and aggregation switches), and the scheduling probabilities. This optimization is shown to be a mixed-integer optimization, especially due to the integer constraints for the content placement. To tackle this challenge, the latency minimization is decoupled into 3 sub-problems; two of which are proven to be convex. We propose an algorithm which iteratively minimizes service latency over the three engineering degrees of freedom with guaranteed convergence.
To validate our theoretical analysis and joint latency optimization for different tenants, we provide a prototype of the proposed algorithms in Tahoe [38] , which is an opensource, distributed file system based on the zfec erasure coding library for fault tolerance. A Tahoe storage system consisting of 10 racks is deployed on hosts of virtual machines in an OpenStack-based data center environment, with each rack hosting 10 Tahoe storage servers. Each rack has a client node deployed to issue storage requests. The experimental results show that the proposed algorithm converges within a reasonable number of iterations. We further find that the service time distribution is nearly proportional to the bandwidth of the server, which is an assumption used in the latency analysis, and implementation results also show that our proposed approach significantly improved service latency in storage systems compared to native storage settings of the testbed. Effective bandwidth for requests from node i to node j in the same rack
Effective bandwidth for servicing requests from rack i to rack j Connection delay for service from rack i to rack j
Queuing delay for service of class d from rack i to rack j
Expected latency of a request of file r from rack i 
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a data center consisting of N racks, denoted by N = {i = 1, 2, . . . , N }, each equipped with m homogeneous servers that are available for data storage and running applications. There is a Top-of-Rack (TOR) switch connected to each rack to route intra-rack traffic and an aggregate switch that connects all TOR switches for routing inter-rack traffic. A set of files R = {1, 2, . . . , R} are distributedly stored among these m * N servers and are accessed by client applications. Our goal is to minimize the overall file access latency of all applications to improve performance of the cloud system. This work focuses on a erasure-coded file storage systems, where files are erasure-coded and stored distributedly to enable space saving while allowing the same data durability as replication systems. More precisely, each file r is split into k fixed-size chunks and then encoded using an (n, k) erasure code to generate n chunks of the same size. The encoded chunks are assigned to and stored on n out of m * N distinct servers in the data center. While it is possible to place multiple chunks of the same file in the same rack 1 , we assume that these n servers to store file r belong to distinct racks, so as to maximize the distribution of chunks across all racks, which in turn provides the highest reliability against independent rack failures. This is indeed a common practice adopted by file systems such as QFS [12] , an erasure-coded storage file system that is designed to replace HDFS for Map/Reduce processing.
For each file r, we use S r to denote the set of racks that host encoded chunks of file r, satisfying S r ⊆ N and |S r | = n. To access file r, an (n, k) Maximum-Distance-Separable (MDS) erasure code allows the file to be reconstructed from any subset of k-out-of-n chunks. Therefore, a file request generated by a client application must be routed to a subset of k racks in S r for successful processing. To minimize latency, the selection of these k racks needs to be optimized for each file request on the fly for load-balancing among different racks, in order to avoid creating "hot" switches that suffer from heavy congestion and result in high access latency. We refer to this routing and rack selection problem as the request scheduling problem.
In this paper, we assume that the tenants' files are divided into D service classes, denoted by class d = 1, 2, · · · , D. Files in different service classes have different sensitivity and latency requirement. There are series of requests generated by client applications to access the R files of different classes. We model the arrival of requests for each file r in class d as a Poisson process. To emphasize on each file's service class, we denote a file r in class d by file r d . Let λ i,r d be the rate of file r d requests that are generated by a client application running in rack i. It means that a file r d request can be generated from a client application in any of the N racks with a probability . Since solving the optimal request scheduling for latency minimization is still an open problem for general erasure-coded storage systems [13] , [16] , [14] , [28] , we employ the probabilistic scheduling policy proposed in [28] to derive an outer bound of service latency, which further enables a practical solution to the request scheduling problem.
Upon the arrival of each request, a probabilistic scheduler selects k-out-of-n racks in S r ( which host the desired file chunks) according to some known probability and route the resulting traffic to the client application accordingly. It is shown that determining the probability distribution of each k-out-of-n combination of racks is equivalent to solving the marginal probabilities for scheduling requests λ i,r d ,
. Here π i,j,r d represents the scheduling probability to route a class d request for file r from rack j to rack i. The constraint j π i,j,r d = k ensures that exactly distinct k racks are selected to process each file request. It is easy to see that the chunk placement problem can now be rewritten with respect to π i,j,r d . For example, π i,j,r d = 0 equivalently means that no chunk of file r exists on rack j, i.e., j / ∈ S r i , while a chunk is placed on rack j only if π i,j,r d > 0.
To accommodate network traffic generated by applications in different service classes, bandwidth available at ToR and Aggregation Switches must be apportioned among different flows in a coordinated fashion. We propose a weighted queuing model for bandwidth allocation and enable differentiated latency QoS for requests belonging to different classes. In particular, at each rack j, we buffer all incoming class d requests generated by applications in rack i in a local queue, denoted by q i,j,d . Therefore, each rack j manages N * D independent queues, among which include D queues that manages intra-rack traffic traveling through the TOR switch and (N − 1) * D queues that manages inter-rack traffic of class d originated from other racks i = j.
Assume the total bi-direction bandwidth at the aggregate switch is B, which needs to be apportioned among the N (N − 1) * D queues for inter-rack traffic. Let {W i,j,d , ∀i = j} be a set of N (N − 1) * D non-negative weights satisfying i,j:i =j W i,j,d = 1. We assign to each queue q i,j,d a share of B that is proportional to W i,j,d , i.e., queue q i,j,d receives a dedicated service bandwidth B eff i,j,d on the aggregate switch, i.e.,
where W i,j is the total weights assigned for traffic from rack j to rack i. Because inter-rack traffic traverses two ToR switches, the same amount of bandwidth has to be reserved on the TOR switches of both racks i and j. Then, any remaining bandwidth on the TOR switches will be made available for intra-rack traffic routing. On rack j, the bandwidth assigned for intra-rack traffic is given by the total TOR bandwidth b minus aggregate incoming and outgoing inter-rack traffic 2 , i.e.,
For different classes of intra-rack requests, we assume that requests of the same class will have the same service bandwidth, regardless the origin and destination ranks i and j. Then this total available bandwidth at the TOR switch b eff i,j will be apportioned among d queues, proportional to weights w i,j,d . Then the efficient bandwidth for each class of intra-rack requests would be:
By optimizing W i,j,d and w i,j,d , the weighted queuing model provides an effective allocation of data center bandwidth among different classes of data flows both within and across racks. Bandwidth under-utilization and congestion needs to be addressed by optimizing these weights, so that queues with heavy workload will receive more bandwidth and those with light workload will get less. In the mean time, different classes of requests should also be assigned different shares of resources according to their class levels and to jointly minimize overall latency in the system. Our goal in this work is to quantify service latency under this model through a tight upper bound and to minimize average service latency for all traffic in the data center by solving an optimization problem over three dimensions: placement of encoded file chunks S r , scheduling probabilities π i,j,r d for load-balancing, and allocation of system bandwidth through weights for inter-rack and intra-rack traffic from different classes W i,j,d and w i,j,d . To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work jointly minimizing service latency of an erasurecoded system over all three dimensions.
III. ANALYZING SERVICE LATENCY FOR DATA REQUESTS
In this section, we will derive an outer bound on the service latency of a file of class d for each client application running in the data center. Under the probabilistic scheduling policy, it is easy to see that requests for file r chunk from rack i to rack j form a (decomposed) Poisson process with rate λ i,r d π i,j,r d . Thus, the aggregate arrival of requests from rack i to rack j becomes a (superpositioned) Poisson process with rate
It implies that if we limit our focus to a single queue, it can be modeled as N 2 * d M/G/1 queues. Service time per chunk is determined by the allocation of bandwidth B · W i,j,d to each queue q i,j,d handling inter-rack traffic or the allocation of bandwidth b j to q j,j,d for different classes handling intrarack traffic. Then service latency for each file request can be obtained by the largest delay to retrieve k probabilisticallyselected chunks of the file [28] . However, due to dependency of different queues (since their chunk request arrivals are coupled), it poses another challenge for deriving the exact service latency for file requests.
For each chunk request, we consider two latency components: connection delay N i,j that includes the overhead to set up the network connection between client application in rack i and storage server in rack j and queuing delay Q i,j,d that measures the time a chunk request experiences at the bandwidth service queue q i,j,d , i.e., the time to transfer a chunk with the allocated network bandwidth. LetT i,r d be the average service latency for accessing file r of class d by an application in rack i. Due to the use of (n, k) erasure coding for distributed storage, each file request is mapped to a batch of k parallel chunk requests. The chunk requests are scheduled to k different racks A r i ⊂ S r that host the desired file chunks. A file request is completed if all k = |A r i | chunks are successfully retrieved, which means a mean service time:
where the expectation is taken over queuing dynamics in the mode and over a set A r i of randomly selected racks with probabilities π i,j,r d for all j.
Mean latency in (6) could have been easily calculated if (a) N i,j + Q i,j,d 's are independent and (2) rack selection A r i is fixed. However, due to coupled arrivals of chunk requests, the queues at different switches are indeed correlated. We deal with this issue by employing a tight bound of highest order statistic and extend it to account for randomly selected racks [28] . This approach allows us to obtain a closed-form upper bound of average latency using only first and second moments of
, which are easier to analyze. The result is summarized in Lemma 1.
Lemma 1: (Bound for the random order statistic [28] .) For arbitrary set of z i,r d ∈ R, the average service time is bounded byT
where
is the combined delay. The tightest bound is obtained by optimizing z i,r d ∈ Z and is tight in the sense that there exists a distribution of D i,j,d to achieve the bound with exact equality. We assume that connection delay N i,j is independent of queuing delay Q i,j,d . With the proposed system model, the chunk requests arriving at each queue q i,j,d form a Poison process with rate
at the aggregate switch can be modeled as a M/G/1 queue that processes chunk requests in an FCFS manner. For intra-rack traffic the d queues at the top-of-rack switch at each rack can also be modeled as M/G/1 queues since the intrarack chunk requests forms a Poison process with rate Λ j,j,d = r λ j,r d π j,j,r d . Due to the fixed chunk size in our system, we denote X as the standard (random) service time per chunk when bandwidth B is available. We assume that the service time is inversely proportional to the bandwidth allocated to q i,j,d , i.e., B eff i,j,d . We obtain the distribution of actual service time X i,j,d considering bandwidth allocation:
With the service time distributions above, we can derive the mean and variance of queuing delay
, be the mean, variance, t th order moment of X, η i,j and ξ 2 i,j are mean and variance for connection delay N i,j . These statistics can be readily available from existing work on network delay [32] , [10] and file-size distribution [34] , [33] .
Lemma 2: The mean and variance of combined delay D i,j for any i, j is given by
where B eff i,j,d is the effective bandwidth assigned to the queue of requests for class d files from rack j to rack i.
Combining these results, we derive an upper bound for average service latencyT i,r d as a function of chunk placement S r , scheduling probability π i,j,r d , and bandwidth allocation B eff i,j,d (which is a function of the bandwidth weights W i,j,d and w i,j,d in (2) and (4)). The main result of our latency analysis is summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem 1: For arbitrary set of z i,r d ∈ R, the expected latencyT i,r d of a request of file r, requested from rack i is upper bounded bȳ
is an auxiliary function depending on aggregate rate Λ i,j,d and effective bandwidth B
IV. JOINT LATENCY MINIMIZATION IN CLOUD
We consider a joint latency minimization problem over 3 design degrees of freedom: (1) placement of encoded file chunks {S r } that determines datacenter traffic locality, (2) allocation of bandwidth at aggregation/TOR switches through weights for different classes {W i,j,d } and {w i,j,d } that affect chunk service time for different data flows, and (3) scheduling probabilities {π i,j,r d } to optimize load-balancing under probabilistic scheduling policy and select racks/servers for retrieving files in different classes. Let λ all = d i λ i,r d be the total file request rate in the datacenter. Let F d be the set of files belonging to class d. The optimization objective is to minimize the mean service latency in the erasure-coded storage system, which is defined by
Substitute T i,r d in Equation (11), we obtainT d as:
In the third step, we use the condition that π i,j,r d = 0 for all j / ∈ S r to extend the limit of summation (because a rack not hosting a desired file chunk will never be scheduled) and exchange the order of summation.
Step two follows from the fact that r in class d
We now define the Joint Latency and Weights Optimization (JLWO) problem as follows:
Here we minimize service latency derived in Theorem 1 over z i,r d ∈ R for each file access to get the tightest upper bound. Feasibility of Problem JLWO is ensured by (19) , which requires arrival rate to be no greater than chunk service rate received by each queue. Encoded chunks of each file are placed on a set S i of servers in (21) , and each file request is mapped to k chunk requests and processed by k servers in S i with probabilities π i,j,r d in (20) . Finally, both weights W i,j,d (for inter-rack traffic) and w i,j,d (for intra-rack traffic) should add up to 1 so there is no bandwidth left underutilized. Bandwidth assigned to each queue B eff i,j,d ∀i, j is determined by our bandwidth allocation policy in (2) and (4) for intra-and inter-rack bandwidth allocations. Any effective flow bandwidth resulted from the bandwidth allocation have to be less than or equal to a port capacity C allowed by the switches. For example, the Cisco switch used in our experiment, which has a port capacity constraint at C = 1Gbps, which we will elaborate in Section V.
Problem JLWO is a mixed-integer optimization and hard to compute in general. In this work, we develop an iterative optimization algorithm that alternatively optimizes over the three dimension (chunk placement, request scheduling and inter/intra-rack weights assignment) of problem JLWO and solves each sub-problem repeatedly to generate a sequence of monotonically decreasing objective values. To introduce the proposed algorithm, we first recognize that Problem JLWO is convex in {π i,j,r d }, {w i,j,d }, {W i,j,d } when other variables are fixed. The convexity will be shown by a sequence of lemmas as follows.
Lemma 3: (Convexity of the scheduling sub-problem [28] .) When {z i,r d , W (w) i,j,d , S r } are fixed, Problem JLWO is a convex optimization over probabilities {π i,j,r d }. Proof: The proof is straightforward due to the convexity of
(which is a linear combination of {π i,j,r d }) as shown in [28] , and the fact that all constraints are linear with respect to π i,j,r d . 
} with other variables fixed. Notice that effective bandwidth B eff i,j,d ) is a linear function of the bandwidth allocation weights {W i,j } for both inter-rack traffic queues (23) and intra-rack traffic queues (24) 
given in (12) , (13) and (14) .
From where we can see that in order for
i,j,d ) 2 to be positive we only need
i,j,d ) 2 to be positive. We find the second order derivatives of H i,j,d with respect to B eff i,j,d :
which is positive as long as
where the auxiliary variables are given by where we have:
which give out the solution for p(B Next, we consider the placement sub-problem that minimizes average latency over {S r } for fixed {z i,r d , π r i,j , w i,j }. In this problem, for each file r in class d we permute the set of racks that contain each file r to have a new placement S r = {β(j). ∀j ∈ S r } where β(j) ∈ N is a permutation. The new probability of accessing file r from rack β(j) when client is at rack i becomes π i,βj,r d . Our objective is to find such a permutation that minimizes the average service latency of class d files, which can be solved via a matching problem between the set of scheduling probabilities {π i,j,r d , ∀i} and the racks, with respect to their load excluding the contribution of file r. Let Λ −r i,j,d = Λ i,j,d − λ i,r d π i,j,r d be the total request rate for class d files between racks i and j excluding the contribution of file r. We define a complete bipartite graph G r = (U, V, E) with disjoint vertex sets U, V of equal size N and edge weights given by
It is easy to see that a minimum-weight matching on G r finds β(j) ∀j to minimize
which is exactly the optimization objective of Problem JLWO if a chunk request of class d is scheduled with probability Proof: Based on the above statements, we can easily see that the placement sub-problem when other variables are all fixed is equivalent to find a minimum-weight matching on a bipartite graph whose of size N whose edge weights K i,j,d are defined in 29, since the minimum weight matching is equal to the objective function of prolbem JLWO.
Our proposed algorithm that solves Problem JLWO by iteratively solving the 3 sub-problems is summarized in Algorithm JLWO. It generates a sequence of monotonically decreasing objective values and therefore is guaranteed to converge to a stationary point. Notice that scheduling and bandwidth allocation sub-problems as well as the minimization over z i,r d for each file are convex and can be efficiently computed by any off-the-shelf convex solvers, e.g., MOSEK [29] . The placement sub-problem is a balanced bipartite matching that can be solved by Hungarian algorithm [30] in polynomial time.
Theorem 2:
The proposed algorithm generates a sequence of monotonically decreasing objective values and is guaranteed to converge. Proof: Algorithm JLWO is working on three sub-problems iteratively and two of them (the scheduling and inter/intra-rack weights assignment) are convex optimization which will generates monotonically decreasing objective values. The placement sub-problem is an integer optimization and which can be solved by Hungarian algorithm, each iteration algorithm JLWO is solving the three sub-problems which converge individually, and since latency is bounded below, algorithm JLWO is guaranteed to converge to a fixed point of Problem JLWO.
Algorithm JLWO :
(17) s.t. (18), (19), (23), (24) .
// Solve intra-rack bandwidth allocation for given
(17) s.t. (18), (19), (22), (25) . (19), (20) . . (17) .
V. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

A. Tahoe Testbed
To validate the weighted queuing model for d different classes of files in our single data-center system model and evaluate the performance, we implemented the algorithms in Tahoe [38] , which is an open-source, distributed file-system based on the zfec erasure coding library. It provides three special instances of a generic node: (a) Tahoe Introducer: it keeps track of a collection of storage servers and clients and introduces them to each other. (b) Tahoe Storage Server: it exposes attached storage to external clients and stores erasurecoded shares. (c) Tahoe Client: it processes upload/download requests and connects to storage servers through a Web-based REST API and the Tahoe-LAFS (Least-Authority File System) storage protocol over SSL. Our experiment is done on a Tahoe testbed that consists of 16 separate physical hosts in an Openstack cluster, 10 out of which have been used by our experiment. We simulated each host as a rack in the cluster. Each host has 11 VM instances, out of which 10 of them as running as Tahoe storage servers inside each rack and 1 one of them is running as a client node. Host 1 has 12 VM instances as there is one more instance running as Introducer in the Tahoe file system. We effectively simulated an Openstack cluster with 10 racks and each with 11 or 12 Tahoe storage servers on each rack. The cluster uses a Cisco Catalyst 4948 switch, which has 48 ports. Each port supports non-blocking, 1Gbps bandwidth in the full duplex mode. Our model is very general and can be applied to the case of d classes of files. To simplify the implementation process, for experiments we consider only d = 2 classes of files; each class has a different service rate, so the results will still be representative for cases of differentiated services in single data center. The 2-class weighted-queuing model is supposed to have 2 * N (N − 1) = 180 queues for inter-rack traffic at the aggregate switch; however, bandwidth reservation through ports of the switch is not possible since the Cisco switch does not support the OpenFlow protocol, so we made pairwise bandwidth reservations (using a bandwidth control tool from our Cloud QoS platform) between different Tahoe Clients and Tahoe storage servers. The Tahoe introducer node resides on rack 1 and each rack has a client node with multiple tahoe ports to simulate multiple clients to initiate requests of different classes of files coming from rack i. Our Tahoe testbed is shown in Fig 1. Tahoe is an erasure-coded distributed storage system with some unique properties that make it suitable for storage system experiments. In Tahoe, each file is encrypted, and is then broken into a set of segments, where each segment consists of k blocks. Each segment is then erasure-coded to produce n blocks (using an (n, k) encoding scheme) and then distributed to (ideally) n storage servers regardless of their server placement, whether in the same rack or not. The set of blocks on each storage server constitute a chunk. Thus, the file equivalently consists of k chunks which are encoded into n chunks and each chunk consists of multiple blocks 3 . For chunk placement, the Tahoe client randomly selects a set of available storage servers with enough storage space to store n chunks. For server selection during file retrievals, the client first asks all known servers for the storage chunks they might have, again regardless of which racks the servers reside in. Once it knows where to find the needed k chunks (from among the fastest servers with a pseudo-random algorithm), it downloads at least the first segment from those servers. This means that it tends to download chunks from the "fastest" servers purely based on round-trip times (RTT). However, we consider RTT plus expected queuing delay and transfer delay as a measure of latency.
We had to make several changes in Tahoe in order to conduct our experiments. First, we need to have the number of racks N ≥ n in order to meet the system requirement that each rack can have at most one chunk of the original file. In addition, since Tahoe has its own rules for chunk placement and request scheduling, while our experiment requires clientdefined chunk placement in different racks, and also with our server selection algorithms for placement and request scheduling in order to minimize joint latency for both classes of files, we modified the upload and download modules in the Tahoe storage server and client to allow for customized and explicit server selection for both chunk placement and retrieval, which is specified in the configuration file that is read by the client when it starts. Finally, Tahoe performance suffers from its single-threaded design on the client side; we had to use multiple clients (multiple threads on one client node) in each rack with separate ports to improve parallelism and bandwidth usage during our experiments.
B. Basic Experiment Setup
We use (7, 4) erasure code in the Tahoe testbed we introduced above throughout the experiments described in the implementation section. The algorithm first calculates the optimal chunk placement through different racks for each class of files, which will be set up in the client configuration file for each write request. File retrieval request scheduling and weight assignment decisions of each class of files for inter-rack traffic also comes from Algorithm JLWO. The system calls a bandwidth reservation tool to reserve the assigned bandwidth BW i,j,d for each class of files based on optimal weights of each inter-rack pair; this is also done for intra-rack bandwidth reservation for each class b ef f i,j w i,j,d . Total bandwidth capacity at the aggregate switch is 96 Gbps, 48 ports with 1Gbps in each direction since we are simulating host machines as racks and VM's as storage servers. Intra-rack bandwidth as measured from iPerf measurement is 792Mbps, disk read bandwidth for sequential workload is 354 Mbps, and write bandwidth is 127 Mbps. Requests are generated based on arrival rates at each rack and submitted from client nodes at all racks.
C. Experiments and Evaluation
Convergence of Algorithm. We implemented Algorithm JLWO using MOSEK, a commercial optimization solver. With 10 racks and 10 simulated distributed storage servers on each rack, there are a total of 100 Tahoe servers in our testbed. Figure 2 demonstrates the convergence of our algorithms, which optimizes the latency of all file requests of the two classes coming from different racks for the weighted queuing model at the aggregate switch: chunk placement S i , load balancing π i,j and bandwidth weights distribution at the aggregate switch and top-of-rack switch for each class W i,j,d and w i,j,d . We fix C 1 = 1 and then set C 2 = 1 and C 2 = 0.3 to see the performance of algorithm JLWO when the importance of the second class varies. The JLCM algorithm, which has been applied as part of our JLWO algorithm, was proven to converge in Theorem 2 of [28] . In this paper, fisrt, we see the convergence of the proposed optimized queuing algorithms in Fig. 2 . By performing similar speedup techniques as in [28] , our algorithms efficiently solve the optimization problem with r = 1000 files of each class at each of the 10 racks. Second, we can also see that as class 2 becomes as important as the class 1, the algorithm converges faster as it's actually solving the problem for one single class of files. It is observed that the normalized objective converges within 140 iterations for a tolerance = 0.01, where each iteration has an average run time of 1.19 sec, when running on an 8-core, 64-X86 machine, therefore the algorithm converges within 2.77 min on average from observation. To achieve dynamic file management, our optimization algorithm can be executed repeatedly upon file arrivals and departures. Validate Experiment Setup. While our service delay bound applies to arbitrary distribution and works for systems hosting any number of files, we first run an experiment to understand actual service time distribution for both intra-rack and interrack retrieval in weighted queuing for the 2 classes of files on our testbed. We uploaded r = 1000 files for each class of size 100M B file using a (7, 4) erasure code from the client at each rack based on the algorithm output of chunk placement from algorithm JLWO. And we have set C 1 = 1 and C 2 = 0.4. Inter-rack and intra-rack bandwidth was reserved based on the weights for each class output from the algorithm as well. We then initiated 1000 file retrieval requests for each class (each request for a unique file) from the clients distributed in the data center, using the algorithm output π i,j,d for retrieval request scheduling with the same erasure code. The experiment has 2000 file requests in total (from 10 racks), with an aggregate request arrival rate of 0.25/sec for clients at all racks and requests are evenly distributed across the racks. Based on the optimal sets for retrieving chunks of each file request provided by our algorithm, we get measurements of service time for both the inter-rack and intra-rack processes. The average inter-rack bandwidth over all racks for request of class 1 files is 674 Mbps and the intra/interrack bandwidth ratio is 889M bps/674M bps = 1.318. The average inter-rack bandwidth over all racks for request of class 2 files is 684 Mbps and the intra/inter-rack bandwidth ratio is 632M bps/389M bps = 1.625. Figure 3 depicts the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the chunk service time for both intra-rack and inter-rack traffic. We note that intra-rack requests for class 1 have a mean chunk service time of 22 sec and inter-rack chunk requests for class 1 have a mean chunk service time of 30 sec, which is a ratio of 1.364 which is very close to the bandwidth ratio of 1.318. Also intrarack requests for class 2 have a mean chunk service time of 50 sec and inter-rack chunk requests for class 2 have a mean chunk service time of 83 sec, which is a ratio of 1.66 which is very close to the bandwidth ratio of 1.625.This means the chunk service time is nearly proportional to the bandwidth reservation on inter/intra-rack traffic for both classes of files.
Validate algorithms and joint optimization. In order to validate that Algorithm JLWO works for our system model (with weighted queuing model for 2 classes of files for interrack traffic at the switch), we compare the average latency performance for the two file classes in our model in the cases of different access patterns. In this experiment, we have 1000 files for each class, all files have the same file size 200MB, and aggregate arrival rate for both classes from all racks is 0.25/sec. i.e., there is one request for each unique file, so the ratio of requests for the two classes are 1:1, and we set C 1 = 1 and C 2 = 0.4. We are measuring the latency for the two classes of the following access patterns: 100% concentration means 100% of the requests for both classes of files concentrate on only one of the racks. Similarly, 80% or 50% concentration means 80% or 50% of the total requests of each file come from one rack, the rest of the requests spread uniformly among other racks. Uniform access means that the requests for both classes are uniformly distributed across all racks. We compare average latency for these requests for the two classes in each case of the access patterns with Fig. 2 . Convergence of Algorithm JLWO with r=1000 requests for each of the two file classes for heterogeneous files from each rack on our 100-node testbed, with different weights on the second file class. Algorithm JLWO efficiently compute the solution in 140 iterations in both cases. Fig. 3 . Actual service time distribution of chunk retrieval through intra-rack and inter-rack traffic for both classes. Each of them has 1000 files of size 100M B using erasure code (7, 4) with the aggregate request arrival rate set to λi = 0.25 /sec. Service time distributions indicated that chunk service time of the two classes are nearly proportional to the bandwidth reservation based on weight assignments for M/G/1 queues. Aggregate rate for all file requests at 0.25/sec. Compared with class 2 files, our algorithm provides class 1 files relatively lower latency with heterogeneous file sizes. Latency increases as file size increases in both classes. Our analytic latency bound taking both network and queuing delay into account tightly follows actual service latency for both classes. our weighted queuing model.
As shown in Fig 5, experimental results indicate that our weighted queuing model can effectively mitigate the long latency due to congestion at one rack for both class 1 and class 2, as there is not a significant increase in average latency for both classes as the access pattern becomes more concentrated on one rack. Also we can see that class 1 has relatively lower latency than class 2 files since algorithm JLWO effectively assigned more bandwidth to requests for class 1 files since C 1 has a larger value which means class 1 files play a more important role in the optimization objective. It can also be observed that the difference in average latency for the two classes becomes less as the requests becomes more distributed, which is because our algorithm JLWO tentatively assigns more bandwidth to class 2 requests when the system is less congested than when it's highly congested, which matches our goal to minimize weighted average latency for both classes of files. We also calculated our analytic bound of average latency for the two classes when the above access patterns are applied. From the figure we can also see that our analytic bound is tight enough to follow the actual average latency for both class 1 and class 2 files.
In order to further validate that the algorithms work for our weighted queuing models for the two classes, we choose r = 1000 files of size 100M B for each class, and aggregate arrival rate 0.25/sec for all file requests. the ratio of requests for the two classes are 1:1. We fix C 1 = 1 and vary C 2 from 0 to 2 and run Algorithm JLWO to generate the optimal solution for both file classes. The algorithms provide chunk placement, request scheduling and inter/intra-rack weight assignment (W i,j,d and w i,j,d ). From Fig. 4 we can see latency of class 2 files increases as C 2 decreases; i.e., when class 2 becomes less important. Also, the average latency of class 1 requests decreases as C 2 decreases. This shows the expected result that when class 2 becomes more important, more weight is allocated to class 2, and since C 2 is always smaller than C 1 , class 1 gets more bandwidth. This also explains why when C 1 = C 2 = 1 the average latency of the two classes are almost equal as shown in Fig. 4 . It can also be observed that when C 2 = 0 the system is only minimizing the latency of class 1 files, and thus class 2 files have a significantly large latency on average. The difference in latency between class 1 and class 2 become less when C 2 = 2 than when C 2 = 0 since in the former case algorithm JLWO is optimizing class 1 files as well, though at less importance with C 1 = 1. Evaluate the performance of our solution To demonstrate the effectiveness of our algorithms, we vary file size in the experiments from 50MB to 250MB. In this experiment we still have 1000 files for each class, aggregate arrival rate for both classes from all racks is 0.25/sec, so again the ratio of requests for the two classes are 1:1. We assume uniform random access, i.e., each file will be uniformly accessed from ten racks in the data center with a certain request arrival rate. Upload/download server selection is based on the algorithm output S i /π i,j,d , and inter/intra-rack bandwidth reserved according to output W i,j,d and w i,j,d from the optimization algorithm. Then we submit r = 1000 requests for each class of files from the clients distributed among the racks. Results in Fig 6 show that our algorithm provides class 1 files relatively lower latency with heterogeneous file sizes compared to that of class 2 files, which means algorithm JLWO effectively assigned more bandwidth to requests for class 1 files since C 1 has a larger value which means class 1 files plays a more important role in the optimization objective. For instance, latency of class 1 files has a 30% improvement on average over that of class 2 files for the 5 sample file sizes in this experiment. Latency increases as requested file size increases for both classes when arrival rates are set to be the same. Since larger file size means longer service time, it increases queuing delay and thus average latency. We also observe that our analytic latency bound follows actual average service latency for both classes of files in this experiment. We note that the actual service latency involves other aspects of delay beyond queuing delay, and the results show that optimizing the metric of the proposed latency upper bound improves the actual latency with the weighted queuing models.
Similarly, we vary the aggregate arrival rate at each rack from 0.25/sec to 0.45/sec. This time we fix all file requests for file size 200MB. All other settings of this experiment are the same as the previous one whose result is shown in Fig 6. In this experiment we also compare the latency of requests for the two file classes when we have different weights of their latency in optimization objective. (i.e., C 1 = 1 and C 2 = 0.4). We assume the same uniform access as before. For weighted queuing model, we use optimized server selection for upload and download for each file request, and optimal inter/intrarack bandwidth reservation from Algorithm JLWO. Clients across the data center submit r = 1000 requests for each file class with an aggregate arrival rate varying from 0.25/sec to 0.45/sec. From Fig 7 we can see that our algorithm provides class 1 files relatively lower latency with heterogeneous file sizes compared to that of class 2 files, which means algorithm JLWO effectively assigned more bandwidth to requests for class 1 files. For instance, latency of class 1 files has a 32% improvement on average over that of class 2 files for the 5 sample aggregate arrival rate in this experiment. Further, as the arrival rate increases and there is more contention at the queues, this improvement becomes more significant. Thus our algorithm can mitigate traffic contention and reduce latency very efficiently. Also the average latency increases as the request arrival at each rack increases since waiting time increases with the workload for both classes.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper considers an optimized erasure-coded single data center storage solution with differentiated services. The weighted latency of all file requests is optimized over the placement and access of the erasure-coded contents of the file, and the bandwidth reservation at the switches for different service classes. The proposed algorithm shows significant reduction in average latency with the knowledge of the fileaccess patterns. Thus, this paper demonstrates that knowing the access probabilities of different files from different racks can lead to an optimized differentiated storage system solution, that works significantly better as compared to a storage solution which ignores the file access patterns.
